
840 MY SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLMASTERS;

more under the influence of the will than most coughers sup.

pose, such was its cfflct, that during the rest of the day there

was not a tithe of the previous coughing.
The one-roomed cottage vliichi I shared with its three other

inmates, did not present all the possible conveniences for study;
but it had a little table in a corner, at which I contrived to

write a good deal; and my book-shelf already exhibited from

twenty to thirty volumes, picked up on Saturday evenings at

the book-stalls of the city, and which were all accessions to

my little library. I, besides, got a few volumes to read from

my friend William Ross, and a few more through my work.

fellow Cha.; and so my rate of acquirement in book-knowl

ledge, if not equal to that of some former years, at least con

siderably exceeded what it had been in the previous season,

which I had spent in the Highlands, and during which I bad

perused only three volumes,-one of the three a slim volume

of slim poems, by a lady, and the other, the rather curious

than edifying work, "Presbyterian Eloquence Displayed."
The cheap literature had not yet been called into existence;

and, without in the least undervaluing its advantages, it was,

I dare say, better, on the whole, as a mental exercise, and.

greatly better in theprovision which it made for the future, that

I should have to urge my way through the works of our best

writers in prose and verse,-works which always made an

impression on the memory,-than that I should have been

engaged, instead, in picking up odds and ends of information

from loose essays, the hasty productions of men too little

vigorous, or too little at leisure, to impress upon their writings
the stamp of their own individuality. In quiet moonlight

nights I found it exceedingly pleasant to saunter all alone

through the Niddry woods. Moonlight gives to even leafless

groves the charms of full foliage, and conceals tameness of

outline in a landscape. I found it singularly agreeable, too, to

listen, from a solitude so profound as that which a short walk

secured to me, to the distant bells of the city ringing out, as

the clock struck eight, the old curfew peal; and to mark, from

under the interlacing boughs of a long-arched vista, the inter-
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